Dear New Patient,
This is Dr. Karp and I want to thank you for calling the wellness center.
I look forward to meeting you and helping you get truly well.
Just a few things I would like to share with you before coming in, so you get the most out of
your visit.
1) On your initial visit we will be doing a few things. I want to educate you before you
come in, so you understand as this work is new to most people. The better you
understand, the more you will follow through and get the results you are looking for.
2) The Acugraph – Is a non-invasive acupuncture test in which a computer software reads
the energy flowing through your 12 main acupuncture meridians. This is gives us an
inside picture to how your organs are functioning energetically. A bar graph is printed
that helps me both in my evaluation of you, and, in treating if acupuncture is indicated.
www.Acugraph.com
3) The Balance – is another non-invasive test in which a different computer software reads
the energetic function of the organs, glands, acupuncture system, spine and teeth. This
test goes deeper than the Acugraph. It then recommends the whole food supplements
that will help detoxify, balance and strengthen your body. www.ZYTO.com
4) Food Sensitivity Testing – the same software reads your body and picks the foods that
resonate with your body and the foods to avoid.
5) Applied Kinesiology – is an art and science that allows me to have a non-verbal,
energetic and direct conversation with your body. This gives us the unique ability to find
the direct cause to your symptoms that you are coming in with. https://www.icak.com/
6) Computerized Blood Testing – this is not done on your first visit. After your consultation
and evaluation I will determine if blood work is indicated. This is a comprehensive blood
test in which the results are read by a computer (in Dayton, Ohio) and a detailed report
is generated. The report is not like anything you have seen. It explains the out of range
markers in a detailed format. A color-coded report is generated that you receive via
email and we review in detail. The software recommends the whole food supplements
that balance your blood work and your body’s internal function. This is also great for a
personalized foundational nutritional support program.
https://sciencebasednutrition.com/

7) Please go to www.Drdrewkarp to learn more.
Thank you,
Dr. Karp

